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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief
Dear authors, reviewers, readers and all, who has interests of the medical and biomedical problem. On behalf of the Editorial Board, we are pleased to present refereed
JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES.
This journal open for scientists and researchers, who strive on pages of journal to
share own experience, about in observations, studies, logical decision in biomedicine
and medicine area, which is a unit and the source of genuine knowledge. Fundamental
and applied biomedicine and medicine together is one of the key components of the
sciences and educational system and contributes to the general wellbeing and safety
in everyday life. We publish data on experimental research and clinical trials, methodological guidelines, ongoing research protocols, describes of recommendations, original articles, scientific news, also some very important preprints, reviews and systematic
analyses of directions, which have listed as topics in the first pages of journals.
Before published in an article all its parts are subject to strict judgment. When the
research goes through the reviewing process, it is analyzed and criticized by independent reviewers from all over the world.
This interaction is useful for authors and reviewers simultaneously because with on
the one hand for help ones to accept well-founded criticism and reckon with another
researchers’ opinions become, in another way, promote to others received the new and
the newest information about modern research question, familiarize of modern views
on biomedical problems. This is very important for scientists and contributes to the
formation open persons for new ideas and innovations.
Together with the originality, innovation, historical insight on science issues is the
most important criteria for publication in our a peer-reviewed journal are protection of
copyrights, implementation of an antiplagiarism campaign, by researchers’ compliance
bioethical norms in the administration of research. To carry out such a policy, the journal uses a modern instrumented system for checking.
After only this long process authors and readers will be able to see articles, reviews and reports in print and internet version of the journal.
You can see the best ones in this issue.
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Scientific articles in this volume truly represent the breadth and depth of perspectives of the authors of JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES.
I would like to express special gratitude to my colleagues, co-editors and editorial
board members, as well as to all authors who sent their applications. The European
University deserves special thanks from all of us, which brought together scientists
from all over the world and made it possible to create the journal.
Personal thanks to Lasha Kandelakishvili and Tamar Zarginava. They are the owners and gold sponsors of journal of BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES. They
assisted us in every possible way to financially support for publication of JOURNAL OF
BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES.
Now in a period of COVID-19 pandemic significant of our journal has started increase with more large power and speed. The journal became platforms of trusted
information can usefully for the representation of medical and biomedical sciences:
researchers, specialist, students and in one degree of the world decisively and healthcare policymaking authorities.
Also, this journal has an educational role of science. Reader of Journal of Biomedical and Medical Sciences besides gaining knowledge on their particular line of interest,
learn the virtues of science.
Our journal indexes in Crossref, DOAJ, DOI.org, Google Scholar, e-library, etc.
You can find a list of topics, rules for authors on the pages of the journal. The
journal is published 2 times a year. You can see electronic versions on http://bmms.en/
I strongly encourage you to submit your work for consideration for publication in
JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES.
I truthfully hope that you will find a lot of interesting in the pages of this journal, and
that you will enjoy and benefit from reading the publications
Sincerely,

Yours sincerely, Maka Mantskava
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Focus and Scope
We refer, peer-review and publish science articles about original study
and clinical trial, theoretical reviews, preview and report of researcher project,
preliminary data and the describing of new and the newest hypothesis, essay in
next directions.
All about COVID-19
Epidemiology methods. Infection Diseases and Non-infection Diseases.
Vaccinations
Prevention of Epidemic. Prevention of Pandemic
Multidisciplinary Approaches of Modern Science
Polyprofile Medicine
Biomedicine, Biorheology and Biotechnology
Biochemistry and Biophysics in Fundamental and Applied Medicine. Microand Nanobiomechanics
Innovative Methods. Bioinformatics. Biological Models. Mathematical Models
Economic and Strategic Aspects of Biomedicine
Blockchain and programming languages in Medicine. Digital Medicine. Chatbots
The Role of Biomaterials in Biomedicine
Theoretical, Clinical and Environmental Toxicology
Radiology and Radiation Safety
Nutritionology. Food, Biologically Active Substances, Medicines and Health.
Enzyme
Balneology, Wellness and SPA. Physical Education
Beauty Industry
Medical Physics. Medical chemistry
Evidence Medicine. Medical and Biological Statistics
Health Care and Policy
Clustering in Biomedicine. Management systems in Biomedicine Areal. Strategic
Communication in Biomedicine
Ethics. Informed Consent. Doctor-Patient Relationship. Strategy and Using
Instruments for Conflict Avoidance
Grant application. Grant Management. Funding Science. Donors. Sponsors
Mental Health. Defectology. ADD and ADHD
Pharmacy and Pharmacology
Reproductive Sciences and Sexual Medicine
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Cell Membranes, Structures and Function. Genome. Mechanisms of Aggregation
and Deformation. Genome
Blood, Blood Flow. Anatomy, Physiology and Pathophysiology of Blood
Circulation
Mechanisms of Thrombus and Stasis Formation
Theoretical Hemodynamics and Hemorheology
Clinical Hemorheology
Rheology of Petroleum Products, Oils, Food and Construction Materials
Neonatology. Pediatrics
Gerontology and Geriatrics
The Brain and its Functioning
 Sleep-wakefulness Cycle
 Pain and Analgesia
 Behavioral and Cognitive Functions
 Stress
 Experimental and Clinical Neurology
 Neurophysiology
 Ultra – and Nanoarchitectonics
 Alzheimer’s Disease
 Parkinson’s Disease
 etc.
Kinesiology and Biomechanics
 Rehabilitation
 Sports Medicine
 Prosthetics
 Occupation Disease
 etc.
Alternative medicine
 Chinese medicine
 Acupuncture
 Chinas Medicine
 etc.
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Surgery
 Planned Operations
 Urgent Operations
 Postoperative Shock
 Plastic Surgery
 Reconstructive Surgery
 etc.
Medical Linguistics
 Medical Terms
 Adaptation of Medical Literature
 Translation Problems of Medical Literature
 etc.
New Approaches and Challenges for the Medical Education System
Authorization, Certification, Licensing Issues in Health Care Institutions,
University
History of medicine
Philosophy and medicine
Medical Tourism
Medical Low
etc.
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Forming New Preventive
Approaches in Sports Medicine
Jean Frederic Brun
Department of Clinical Physiology, University Hospital of Montpellier,
Montpellier, France

Abstract
Sports training, physical education and health and fitness work is a process in the
first the turn is socio-pedagogical, which determines the leading role of the trainer
and teacher in it. However, the object of this process is a person with all the complexity of his psyche, body functions and relationships with the environment. Due
to this the effectiveness of the process largely depends on the correspondence of
the means and methods used to the state health, functionality, age and individual
characteristics of each person. In modern conditions, when the health of the population, first of all, the younger generation, has significantly deteriorated, this is of
particular importance.
KEY WORDS: vitamin; sports nutrition; lumbago; lumbodynia; blood flow
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Introduction

Based on the theoretical biomedical disciplines of the curriculum, sports medicine
belongs to the number of applied disciplines directly aimed at the professional training
of a future specialist. The practical section of sports medicine is medical support for
physical education and sports. At the end of the study of the course of sports medicine,
students of higher educational institutions of a physical culture profile should know: the
main tasks of sports medicine; organization of medical support for various contingents
of people involved in physical culture and sports; tasks and content of the dispensary
observing athletes; fundamentals of general pathology (the concept of health and disease, constitution, nonspecific reactivity, immunity, allergies, etc.), diagnostic capabilities of the main clinical and paraclinical examination methods, etc.
The article will highlight some special aspects about the structure of the morbidity
of athletes. Among various diseases and pathological conditions in athletes, chronic
inflammatory and degenerative diseases of the musculoskeletal system are most often found. Trauma also mainly affects the musculoskeletal system. The specificity of
the type of motor activity and the external environment in which this activity is carried
out has a very great influence on the manifestations of pathology in athletes. Chronic
diseases of the musculoskeletal system are relatively rare in swimmers and are much
more common in representatives of speed-power sports and martial arts. Diseases
of the peripheral nervous systems are more common than among representatives of
other sports specializations, found among jumpers, throwers, hurdlers, weightlifters,
wrestlers and football players. The largest number of diseases in otolaryngology is
recorded among those engaged in shooting, water and winter sports. In this case, the
shooters are dominated by pathology.
At the same time, in the shooters, hearing pathology (neuritis of the auditory nerve)
dominates, and in swimmers and skiers – diseases of the pharynx, nasal cavity and its
paranasal sinuses.
The percentage of athletes with myocardial dystrophy due to chronic physical
overstrain, as well as overstrain syndromes of the digestive and urinary systems,
is the highest in sports aimed at the predominant development of endurance. True
sports anemia tends to be seen in long-distance and extra-long-distance runners (primarily female runners). High blood pressure very common among weightlifters, and
reduced – among gymnasts. As we can see, the problem is global and urgent. It is
necessary to investigate the diseases that are most common in the clinical practice
of sports medicine. Among diseases of the central and peripheral nervous system in
the clinical practice of sports medicine the most common: neurocirculatory dystonia
12
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and neurological complications of spinal osteochondrosis. Neurocirculatory (autonomic) dystonia includes conditions caused by a violation of the central and autonomic
regulation of the activity of organs and systems. It is most often caused by acute or
chronic stress and emotional stress. Anxiety, fear, depression provoke an increase in
the activity of sympathetic or parasympathetic nervous system, which is manifested by
functional changes in the cardiovascular, respiratory and other systems. Characterized
by palpitations, pain in the heart, tachycardia or bradycardia, blood pressure lability,
facial flushing, sweating, feeling short of breath, abdominal pain, a feeling of bloating,
frequent and profuse urination or other symptoms in the absence of objective signs of
damage to the cardiovascular, respiratory, digestive and genitourinary systems (or if
there are changes in these systems, but not corresponding to the patient’s complaints).
Emotional disorders, asthenia, sleep disturbances, and the connection of somatic complaints with an emotional state are often noted. Neurological complications of spinal
osteochondrosis are more often manifested by lumbar reflex syndromes: lumbago;
lumbodynia; lumboischialgia. Here it is necessary to clarify that the literature describes
the differences between the terms. Lumbago is a sharp, shooting pain in the lower
back that usually develops with exertion. Examination reveals tension in the muscles
of the back, usually scoliotic deformity of the spine, flattening of the lumbar lordosis, or
kyphosis. Lumbodynia develops after physical exertion, awkward movement, or hypothermia. Examination reveals soreness, tension in the muscles of the back, limitation
of the mobility of the spine [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
Lumbaischialgia is characterized by a gradual or acute onset. Associated with
trauma, tension, jumping, awkward turning, cooling. Has a typical localization: from
the lumbosacral or the gluteal region, along the back of the thigh and further along the
sciatic and (or) femoral nerve. The classic pain syndrome characteristic of lumbaischialgia, is Lassegh’s syndrome. Besides noted: ankylosing spondylitis, Nari, Minor’s
syndrome. Femoral nerve damage can be due to the pathology of its roots, lumbar
plexus and nerve trunk, pain points are determined at the level of the upper lumbar
vertebrae, under the pupar ligament (outward from the femoral artery), on the inner
surface of the knee joint and behind the inner condyle of the foot. Changes in the
configuration of the spine are observed in the form of kyphosis or mild scoliosis. The
pain is localized in the groin fold, along the front of the thigh, in the knee, sometimes
extending to the inner surface of the thigh. Lassegh’s symptom is usually absent. Nari’s
symptom is always positive. Wasserman’s symptom is specific: in a patient lying on his
stomach or on his side, when raising the hip, pain occurs in the groin region and along
the front of the thigh. At palpation, as well as squeezing the skin and muscles with the
fingers, muscle and skin pain occurs along the front of the thigh. At the cervical level
may occur reflex syndromes – cervicalgia and cervicobrachialgia, which often develop
after physical exertion or awkward movement in the cervical spine. Cediculopathies of
13
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the lower cervical roots are much less common than reflex syndromes, and, in addition
to muscular-tonic syndrome, manifest themselves as sensitive, reflex and (or) motor
disorders in the innervation zone of the affected root. For the prevention of these and
other diseases of athletes, one of the main methods is the appointment of vitamins and
special diets to athletes. Features of the use of drugs belonging to the group of vitamins in the practice of sports medicine. The group of vitamins directly includes vitamins
and their analogs, multivitamin preparations, complex preparations of vitamins with
macro – and microelements, antianemic factors, phospholipids and unsaturated fatty
acids, as well as coenzyme preparations. The aim of our study was to study the effect
of vitamin preparations on the blood of athletes with various pathologies by evaluating
rheological tests in the in vivo system.

Material and Methods

All studies were performed in vitro. Each athlete knew that his blood sample taken
from him would be used to test of effect vitamin on his blood flow.
The following subgroups were created: blood samples from athletes with lumbago
(n=5); blood samples from athletes with lumbodynia (n=5); blood samples from athletes
with lumboischialgia (n=5).
In turn, multivitamins were added to the samples separately. Medicines were manufactured in France, but since the study is only scientific in nature, to avoid advertising,
we do not publish the name of the drugs. After experimental studies, we prepared
clinical studied. We gave the same drugs, but separately gave several athletes with
undifferentiated diagnoses. All athletes have given specific informed consent in accordance with French law and in accordance with the recommendations of the European
Council for Scientific Biomedical Research.
Evaluation of the RBC deformability index was performed with an aid of the nucleophore membrane filter method, which is based on assessing velocity of the erythrocytes passage through the very small pores (5μm, which is a diameter of the smallest
capillary) of the filter, at constant pressure (10 cm of water column) and temperature
(37°C). Obtaining the pure erythrocytes were performed by centrifuging the blood sample at 3000 tourn over/m for 15 min. Resulting plasma was aspirated with micropipette
and the remaining blood cells were added with bovine serum albumin (0.2 mg per 5 ml)
dissolved in the phosphate buffer. Then the blood was centrifuged second time at tourn
over/m for 15 min. The precipitated erythrocytes, as well as thin layer of leukocytes and
14
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thrombocytes, separated with the help of the phosphate buffer. This procedure was repeated three times. Purified erythrocyte mass was diluted in the phosphate buffer, with
hematocrit of 10%. Evaluation of the deformability index implied measuring a velocity
of the erythrocyte passage through the filter (mm/min) was recorded. The high-quality
polycarbonate filters (with 5μm diameter pores) were used in measuring procedures.
Blood plasma viscosity was examined in the capillary viscometer at 37°C, where the
movement of plasma in the capillaries is induced by the force of gravity [6].
For in in vitro studies, we use tested biorheological markers according to the
Mchedlishvili-Mantskava-Momtselidze method [7, 8, 9]. We did statistical analysis using MS Excel and Statistica.

Results

In all subgroups, the blood flow test was better after the addition of in vitro vitamins. Also, after taking large doses of the studied vitamin against the background of
standard treatment, the health of all athletes improved.

Discussion

Vitamins are biologically active low molecular weight organic compounds necessary for the normal functioning of all living systems. These vital substances are not
synthesized in the human body (with the exception of vitamin D, which can be synthesized in the skin) and must be supplied with food. Distinguish between water-soluble
and fat-soluble vitamins. The former includes vitamins of group B, vitamins C, H and P,
and the latter – vitamins A, D, E and K. Water-soluble vitamins do not accumulate in
body tissues (with the exception of vitamin B12) and must be consumed daily. Fat-soluble vitamins can accumulate in tissues, and vitamins A and D exhibit toxic properties
in case of overdose. The daily requirement for vitamins depends on the gender, age
of the athlete, the type of sport, and the period of training. The question of the quantitative content of certain vitamins in the diet of athletes currently remains controversial.
However, most researchers note that intense training and competitive loads, causing
15
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tension in metabolic processes, cause an increased need for an athlete’s body in many
vitamins (B1, B2, B6, PP, C, etc.). This is explained by the increased use of vitamins
(especially of group B) and their derivatives in the biosynthesis of enzymes involved
in key biochemical reactions associated with the oxidation of nutrients and the formation of energy. An increase in the need for antioxidant vitamins (A, E, C) is associated
with their increased consumption for inhibition of lipid peroxidation processes, which
are significantly activated under high psychophysical stress. Thanks to antioxidant
vitamins, the structural and functional integrity of cell and subcellular membranes is
maintained, damage to muscle tissue cells by toxic lipid peroxidation products is significantly reduced, and the course of recovery processes in muscles after physical work is
improved. With prolonged work in aerobic mode, the need for vitamins of group B and
C increases significantly [11, 12, 13]. With short-term work of maximum power, when
energy production is carried out mainly in anaerobic reactions, the need for vitamin PP
increases. When exercising to build muscle, the body needs more vitamin B12, which
plays an important role in amino acid metabolism and is required for the formation
of red blood cells that transport oxygen to muscle cells. An abrupt change in climatic
zones leads to an increase in the need for vitamins (especially C, P, B1). The excretion
of vitamins and their metabolites with urine and sweat, increased under conditions of
high psychophysical stress, is also essential.

Conclusion

Vitamins for athletes are necessary to increase the productivity of training, support
high performance, in order to recover from strength loads, but they are even more
necessary in case of illness. Biologically active mineral components are involved in all
biochemical reactions and the appearance of new cells. The range of sports nutrition
offers a varied selection of dietary supplements and vitamin and mineral complexes. An
essential ingredient for maintaining strength Vitamin C has been scientifically proven
to relieve muscle soreness. This makes it possible to train prepared and recovered.
Tocopherol is considered to be the strongest antioxidant. It eliminates muscle pain,
neutralizes damage that has appeared due to power loads. Vitamin E helps to relieve
joint pain. Therefore, vitamins C and E limit oxidative damage. B vitamins are necessary for the functioning of the nervous system of the body. With a small amount of pantothenic acid in the body, an increase in joint pain is observed. Folic acid, pyridoxine
and cyanocobalamin reduce the likelihood of heart and vascular disease. All of these
16
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ingredients are included in our multivitamin. Calcium and phosphorus are involved in
many biochemical processes that take place in connective tissue. Calcium is absorbed
in conjunction with vitamin D. Zinc plays a huge role in the formation of connective
tissue. With a deficiency of this mineral, a delay in the recovery processes of injured
tissues is found, and the amount of synthesized collagen decreases. Copper has an
anti-inflammatory effect that relieves joint pain. Potassium and magnesium are essential for maintaining heart function. The usefulness of these substances in participating
in the conduct of the heart impulse, the regulation of metabolism, which takes place
in the heart muscle. Vitamins for active sports should contain an increased dose of
potassium and magnesium, due to the rapid depletion of these minerals after intense
training. Multivitamins for sports, which contain vital biologically active ingredients that
help in the fight against muscle pain and injury, prevent damage to joints, muscles,
ligaments, tendons. In conclusion, it must be said that based on our data, we can conclude that the investigated multivitamin has a positive and effective effect on blood flow,
the ordering of which is necessary in diseases such as lumbago; lumbodynia; lumbar
to avoid microcirculatory catastrophe, which leads to strokes of athletes.
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New Parameters of Hemostasis,
some of their Research Results
during Pregnancy
Carlota Saldanha
Institute of Biochemistry, Faculty of Medicine, Lisbon, Portugal

Abstract
The article presents up-to-date information about the hemostasis system is a biological system that ensures the preservation of the liquid state of the blood,
maintaining the integrity of the walls of blood vessels, preventing and stopping
bleeding from the latter by thrombosis. Hemostasis is implemented mainly by
three interacting functional and structural components: the walls of blood vessels
(primarily intima), blood cells (platelets, erythrocytes, etc.) and plasma enzyme
systems (coagulation, fibrinolytic, kallikrein-kinin, etc.). The article presents data
from original studies of 20 women with their first pregnancy between the ages of
25 and 28 (the gestation period was 18 to 20 weeks). And 10 non-pregnant women
(control group). We studied the aggregation of enterocytes and to study the aggregation of platelet aggregation (Rheoscan apparatus). Further, by transforming
the data with the technical analysis program (Tas-Plus apparatus), we calculated
the platelet and erythrocyte aggregation indexes (PAI and EAI). The research was
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Pregnant and healthy
control women were notified of the study. We have received informational consent from them. Our statistical data showed that the aggregation of erythrocytes
(EAI) is increased in comparison with the norm by 15% (*), the aggregation of
platelets (PAI) is increased in comparison with the norm by 25% (*).
KEY WORDS: platelet; erythrocyte; D-dimer; pregnancy
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Introduction

The hemostasis system is a biological system that ensures the preservation of
the liquid state of the blood, maintaining the integrity of the walls of blood vessels,
preventing and stopping bleeding from the latter by thrombosis. Hemostasis is implemented mainly by three interacting functional and structural components: the
walls of blood vessels (primarily intima), blood cells (platelets, erythrocytes, etc.)
and plasma enzyme systems (coagulation, fibrinolytic, kallikrein-kinin, etc.). Until
recently, the plasma blood coagulation system was of decisive importance in the
implementation of hemostasis. However, the vessels themselves (spasm, opening
of shunts above the injury site) and blood cells (platelets and erythrocytes) are the
first to react to vascular damage. It is platelets, and not blood clotting, that play a
leading role in the primary arrest of bleeding from microvessels, the most vulnerable and most often the source of hemorrhages. Thus, it is possible to distinguish
primary hemostasis – platelet-vascular reaction and secondary hemostasis – blood
coagulation. More often than not, these mechanisms function simultaneously and
in conjunction. Platelet-vascular (primary) hemostasis Intact vascular endothelium
has thromboresistance.
This quality of the endothelium is due to the following properties:
Prevention of platelet aggregation due to negative surface charge and synthesis and secretion of prostacyclin antiplatelet (PGI);
Suppression of coagulation hemostasis due to the binding of thrombin by
thrombomodullin and inactivation of other procoagulants (V, VIII, IX and X
plasma factors);
By activation of anticoagulants:
 by the thrombin-thrombomodullin complex of the protein C system, inactivating factors V and VIII;
 the synthesis of protein S – a cofactor of protein C;
 the synthesis of heparin-like proteoglycans (heparin sulfate, etc.), which activate antithrombin III, inactivating, in turn, all enzymatic plasma coagulation
factors;
 synthesis of an inhibitor of the tissue factor pathway (IPTP), which inactivates the tissue factor (TF) – FYIIa complex;
Activation of the fibrinolytic system due to the synthesis of tissue plasminogen
activator (TPA);
The ability to metabolize biologically active substances that affect hemostasis
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(biogenic amines, atherogenic lipoproteins, PAF, etc.);
Production of endothelium-relaxing factor (nitric oxide).
The participation of platelets in hemostasis is determined by the performance of
the following functions:
Angiotrophic (about 15% of circulating platelets are consumed daily for the role
of physiological “breadwinners” of the endothelium);
The ability to maintain the spasm of damaged vessels by secreting vasoactive
substances (adrenaline, serotonin);
Participation in the activation of secondary coagulation hemostasis due to
plate factor 3 – a component of the platelet membrane, which plays the role of
a phospholipid matrix on which coagulation hemostasis reactions take place,
and the release of other procoagulants during degranulation;
The ability to clog a damaged vessel with a primary platelet thrombus resulting
from the implementation of the adhesive-aggregation function of platelets;
The implementation of the reparative function due to the release of a growth
factor that causes migration to the site of damage of fibroblasts, macrophages,
smooth muscle cells;
Retraction of a blood clot with the participation of contractile proteins.
The damaged endothelium is transformed into a powerful procoagulant surface:
As a result of the release of adrenaline and the secretion of endothelin-1, a
transient spasm of the vessel develops at the site of injury, which slows down
blood flow and improves the interaction between platelets, coagulation factors
and the site of damage;
The production of the physiological antiaggregant prostacyclin decreases and
the release of platelet activators, stimulators of their adhesion and aggregation
increases: adrenaline, ADP, von Willebrand factor, thromboxane A2, platelet
aggregation factor (PAF), etc.
The anticoagulant activity of the endothelium weakens: the activity of thrombomodulin decreases, the synthesis of protein S, the activation of antithrombin
III, the synthesis of a tissue factor pathway inhibitor (IPTP);
The procoagulant potential increases: tissue factor (FIII), factor V, factor XIII
are released, factor XII or Hageman’s factor is activated (contact activation);
The synthesis of tissue plasminogen activator (TPA) decreases and the release of its inhibitors increase;
The subendothelium and basement membrane are exposed, the components
of which cause the activation of hemostasis mechanisms.
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The process of hemostasis in case of damage to the vascular wall can be conditionally divided into several interrelated stages:
Local vasoconstriction (neurohumoral, metabolic, axon reflex);
Adhesion of activated platelets to the damaged site; aggregation of platelets
with the formation of a primary platelet thrombus;
Activation of coagulation hemostasis localized by the anticoagulant system at
the site of vessel damage; stabilization of a platelet thrombus by the formed
fibrin filaments;
Recanalization of the vessel due to activation of the fibrinolytic system (plasminogen system) [1, 2].
About Platelet Adhesion-Aggregation Function were a lot of scientific literature [3,
4, 5]. Summarizing, we can conclude that.
For full adhesion of platelets to the damaged site, the following conditions are
necessary:
Contact with the main stimulator of adhesion collagen subendothelium in the
presence of a plasma cofactor of calcium ions;
Change in the shape of platelets from discoid to spherical with pseudopodia
(see Fig. 1, 2);
Synthesis of adhesive proteins by endothelial cells (von Willebrand factor, etc.);
Expression on the platelet membrane of von Willebrand factor receptors –
glycoproteins Ib (GP Ib). The absence of these receptors (Bernard-Soulier
thrombocytodystrophy) and von Willebrand factor deficiency (von Willebrand
disease) lead to the development of hemorrhagic syndromes.
In parallel with adhesion, the process of platelet aggregation proceeds. Stimulants
of aggregation are collagen, which gives the primary stimulus, to the greatest extent
ADP, as well as catecholamines (adrenaline, norepinephrine), serotonin, thromboxane
A2, PAF, which are released from the vascular wall, hemolyzed in the area of damage
to erythrocytes and initially adhered platelets and activated platelets and activated
platelets and leukocytes. Subsequently, aggregation stimulants (adrenaline, serotonin,
ADP, antiheparin factor 4, etc.) release the platelets themselves during degranulation.
Stimulants of aggregation, in particular adrenaline, act by exposing and expressing
glycoproteins IIb / IIIa of fibrinogen receptors on the platelet membrane. Fibrinogen,
interacting with these receptors, binds neighboring platelets with bridges to form reversible aggregates. The formation of irreversible aggregates provides thrombin, which
is formed in the hemostasis zone within a few seconds, due to the activation of coagulation hemostasis by an external mechanism in small amounts, as well as other
adhesive proteins (fibronectin, thrombospondin) [6, 7, 8].
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron diffraction patterns of non-activated (a) and weakly
activated (b) platelets

Fig. 2.
2 Scanning electron diffraction pattern of activated platelets
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The ability to activate aggregation is also possessed by such agents produced by
other cells (leukocytes, etc.) as tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukins, leukotrienes,
etc. Magnesium ions, protein cofactors, denoted as aggrexones, phospholipid cofactor,
etc. are involved in the implementation of AAFT. Ultimately, a hemostatic platelet plug
is formed and bleeding from microcirculatory vessels stops in 2-4 minutes (Duke’s
test or bleeding time – VC). Platelets also contain activators of polymerization of fibrin
monomers, factor V, and many plasma coagulation factors are concentrated on the
surface and in the channels, as a result of which their high concentration is created in
the hemostatic plug. Due to this, platelets significantly affect the intensity and rate of
local blood coagulation in the thrombus formation zone [8,10].
The study of hemostasis in clinical practice is necessary and compulsory. The
study of hemostasis in pregnant women is especially relevant.
Pregnancy is not a pathological phenomenon; it is a physiological process accompanied by changes in all body systems.
A normal pregnancy is accompanied by many changes to ensure the growth of
the fetus. Changes also occur in the hemostatic system, while any deviations from the
norm can be fraught with serious complications for both the mother and the child.
Changes in the hemostasis system in pregnant women are primarily associated
with the emergence of a new circle of blood circulation. This is the uteroplacental circulation. The uteroplacental circulation is necessary for the full supply of the fetus with
oxygen and nutrients. The number of platelets changes [8].
In most cases, the content of platelets in the blood remains unchanged, but in
about 10% of women, the concentration of these cells decreases. Thrombocytopenia
develops. It is usually associated with three conditions:
Hypertensive disorders, such as preeclampsia;
Gestational thrombocytopenia caused by an increase in total blood volume;
Idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura.
It is known that an increase in the coagulation potential is associated with a significant increase in the level of all blood coagulation factors, except for factors XI and
XIII. The concentration of fibrinogen in plasma increases.
Changes in the indicators of hemostasis in pregnant women, the general picture:
Plasma fibrinogen levels at the end of pregnancy may be higher than normal;
The content of factor VII can increase several times;
The level of von Willibrand factor and factor VIII increases in late periods,
when the activity of the coagulation system is more than doubled compared to
the non-pregnant state;
Factor IX levels increase slightly;
Factor XI level decreases slightly;
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Factor XIII levels gradually decline after an initial increase, reaching half the
normal value for non-pregnant women;
The level of factors II and V does not change significantly;
Antithrombin often remains at the same level;
Protein C activity presumably unchanged;
Protein C antigens tend to increase in the second trimester, however they remain within the normal range;
Total and free protein S decrease with increasing gestational age;
Fibrinolytic activity decreases during pregnancy, remaining low during labor
and in the postpartum period.
However, it is not known specifically how erythrocyte aggregation and platelet aggregation behave.
The aim of our work was to find out how erythrocyte aggregation and platelet aggregation change during normal pregnancy. For this, we have worked out a special
research protocol. It should be noted that a parallel study of the aggregation ability of
red blood cells is very relevant and will bring innovation to the study of hemostasis in
pregnant women.

Materials and Methods
To achieve our goal, we studied 20 women with their first pregnancy between the
ages of 25 and 28. In addition to the standard set of tests, each woman was examined
for the erythrocyte aggregation index and platelet aggregation index. The gestation
period was 18 to 20 weeks. The weight gain of pregnant women corresponded to the
norm. The complete blood count was normal. The pregnant women did not have any
particular complaints. The control group included 10 non-pregnant women. The group
of pregnant women and the control group were statistically shuttered between themselves.
To study the aggregation of enterocytes and to study the aggregation of platelet
aggregation (Rheoscan apparatus). Further, by transforming the data with the technical analysis program (Tas-Plus apparatus), we calculated the platelet and erythrocyte
aggregation indexes (PAI and EAI).
The research was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Pregnant and healthy control women were notified of the study. We have received informational consent from them.
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Results

Our statistical data showed that the aggregation of erythrocytes (EAI) is increased
in comparison with the norm by 15% (*), the aggregation of platelets (PAI) is increased
in comparison with the norm by 25% (*). (See Fig. 3, 4).
It is necessary to pay attention to such reliable facts, despite the fact that the
groups studied by us are small.

Discussion

As we can see, the intensity of aggregation increases in comparison with the control. What caused such a reliable increase in the process of aggregation of red blood
corpuscles. During pregnancy, significant changes occur in the hemostasis system,
aimed at increasing the total activity of blood coagulation factors. This is due to the
fact that in the walls of the vessels that provide placental blood flow and, therefore, the
vital activity of the fetus, there is no layer that prevents blood clotting inside the vessels. Fibrin threads regularly accumulate on the tissues of the placenta. So that they
do not disturb the blood flow, it is necessary to constantly dissolve them, and for this
the fibrinolytic system of the blood must be much more active than before conception.
That is why the indicators reflecting the level of aggregation in healthy women who are
expecting a baby are increased.
The change in aggregation by its clinical value is similar to an increase in the concentration of D-dimer with increasing gestational age. Thus, during pregnancy, physiological changes in the hemostatic system are observed.
As part of our study, we want to add the parameters we are investigating to the
required list of studies of the hemostasis system in pregnant women. These are erythrocyte aggregation and platelet aggregation.
Most experts agree that the assessment of hemostasis must be carried out at different stages of pregnancy, starting from the moment of the initial examination.
To assess hemostasis, the level of several indicators is examined, each of which
plays an important role in the functioning of the blood coagulation system.
The minimum examination of hemostasis includes the determination of the following
parameters: Activated partial thromboplastin time, prothrombin time, fibrinogen, D-dimer.
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In some laboratories, activated partial thromboplastin is called the activated
partial thromboplastin time. This is the time required for the clotting of blood plasma
after adding calcium, phospholipids and kaolin to it. A shortening of the activated
partial thromboplastin time indicates an acceleration of clotting and an increase
in the likelihood of developing disseminated intravascular coagulation, as well as
the possible presence of antiphospholipid syndrome or deficiency of coagulation
factors. Prolongation of the activated partial thromboplastin time is characteristic of
insufficient blood coagulation capacity and the risk of bleeding during childbirth or
in the postpartum period. Prothrombin time is an indicator of hemostasis, showing
how long it takes for blood plasma to coagulate when calcium and tissue factor
are added to it. Reflects the outer folding path. Shortening of prothrombin time is
characteristic of disseminated intravascular coagulation. Elongation may indicate
an increased likelihood of postpartum hemorrhage due to a deficiency of a number
of clotting factors, liver disease, vitamin K deficiency, and some other conditions
and diseases.
In different laboratories, prothrombin time can be represented in three ways:
Prothrombin index, which is the ratio of a given prothrombin time result to that
of normal blood plasma;
Prothrombin according to Quick, which reflects the level of various coagulation
factors in percent;
INR, or INR – international normalized ratio, an indicator reflecting the comparison of blood coagulation of the test sample with coagulation of standardized
blood in the norm.
Fibrinogen – a protein from which fibrin is formed, which is involved in the formation of a red blood clot. A decrease in the content of this protein is observed with
disseminated intravascular coagulation syndrome, liver pathology. Increased fibrinogen
levels during pregnancy are normal. You should also determine the number of platelets
in the blood to exclude thrombocytopathies.
D-dimer is a breakdown product of fibrin, a small protein fragment present in the
blood after the destruction of a blood clot. That is, its increase indicates an active process of thrombus formation. At the same time, this indicator physiologically increases
during pregnancy. However, measuring the D-dimer level is not enough to confirm that
a patient has developed thrombosis. To confirm the diagnosis, additional instrumental research methods (ultrasound duplex angioscanning, CT angiography) should be
performed and the presence of clinical signs of the disease should be assessed. If
antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) is suspected, doctors may determine the presence
of lupus anticoagulant, anticardiolipin antibodies, and antibodies to β2-glycoprotein 1.
Also, in some cases, doctors may suggest the presence of hereditary thrombophilia
(the genetically determined ability of the body to form blood clots).
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Along with these parameters, we insist to include the parameters studied by us in
the recommended list of tests for pregnant women, since they are especially informative from the point of view of placental blood flow [11, 12].

Fig. 3. Aggregation of erythrocytes (PAI) in control group and in group with

pregnant women (*). [*] – high mathematical validity

Fig. 4. Aggregation of platens (EAI) in control group and in group with pregnant women. (*). [*] – high mathematical validity
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Abstract
We have carried out several in vitro experiments for study of erythrocyte aggregation and leukocyte aggregation. After discussing the results, it turned out that
it turned out that the change in aggregation forms the blood flow to a greater extent than the aggregation of leukocytes. An increase in aggregation was caused
by adding Dextran 500 to the tubes. This is a proven method for increasing
aggregation intensity. It turned out that the aggregation of erythrocytes is a stable value compared to the aggregation of leukocytes. It also turned out that the
aggregation of erythrocytes changes immediately after the addition of Dextran
500, but not significantly. Research in this direction must continue to receive
date how informative the aggregation of erythrocytes and the aggregation of
leukocytes are in case of difference diseases.
KEY WORDS: erythrocyte; leukocyte; aggregation; Dextran 500
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Introduction

Phenomena such as cold agglutination of red blood cells or platelet aggregation in
vitro are well recognized and extensively studied. Nevertheless, aggregation of leukocytes in vitro is a rare phenomenon and may result in pseudoleukopenia. Up until now,
the mechanism by which leukocyte aggregation occurs has not been clarified. 3 Two
cases of unstable white blood cell counts were detected while we were undertaking
leukocyte counts using a hematology analyzer. The 2 different kinds of leukocyte aggregation were identified through microscopic review of stained blood smears.
Aggregation of leukocytes could be due on neutrophil aggregation, aggregation of
lymphocyte, leukocyte-platelet aggregation. Last position might relate to malignancies,
infections, hepatic disorders, or autoimmune diseases. This could be in patients’ group
with had an acute infection and also without obvious underlying disease.
There is very interesting article about the mechanism of leukocyte aggregation is
mainly related to the use of K2 EDTA anticoagulant or is temperature-mediated. IgM
can increase obviously and the neutrophils aggregated in a short time. Therefore, the
aggregation can dependent on temperature. This indicated that a form of K2 EDTA-related and temperature-dependent antineutrophil IgM antibody may exist in the serum.
There the possible existence of a type of K2 EDTA-related anti-leukocyte IgM antibody in the serum [1].
Studying rheology, begin to understand that, rheology is a very significant clinical science for measure of blood flow. Rheology unites the doctrine of the flow
of biological fluids such as blood, plasma, cerebrospinal fluid, etc. Hemorheology
mainly investigates blood flow through the vessels in the macro and microcirculation [2,3]. The basic concepts of hemorheology are the aggregation ability of blood
cells. Until recently, the main emphasis was on the erythrocytes aggregability. In
the last time, researchers have started to show particular interest in the study of
the aggregation ability of leukocytes [4].
The purpose of our work was to study the aggregation potential of erythrocytes in
blood samples from healthy people after the addition of Deхtran 500. After 1 hour, after
2 hours, after 8 hours. Dextran 500 is known as an aggregation enhancer [5]. However,
our interest was directed to how much the increase in erythrocytes aggregation and
leukocytes aggregation leukocytes is persistent. However, our interest was directed to
how much the increase in erythrocytes aggregation and leukocytes aggregation are
persistent.
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Material and Methods
ethods

By the technology could establish the leukocytes differential using 2 measurements: individual cell volume, high-frequency conductivity. Would be better, if we can
study of laser-light scatter. But in the goal of study this stage was not. The leukocytes’
volume is measured using impedance; the cells were in their near-native state, and
this gives a good indication of the cell volume as it circulates in the blood [6, 7]. Age
of volunteers (man) was 24±3,5 years. n=6 (I, II, III, IV, V, VI cases). Aggregation of
erythrocytes counts as the area of aggregated erythrocytes divided by the full area of
the erythrocytes in volume unit. This can be done with the textural analyses system.
This new innovative method is famous in the world as direct, numeral and exact [5].
Our research protocol looked like this. That was an in vitro study. In a drop of blood
from healthy volunteers, we examined the number of erythrocytes and the number of
leukocytes, as well as the erythrocytes aggregability and leukocytes aggregation.

Results

We measured the number of leukocytes and erythrocytes, the aggregation of
erythrocytes and leukocytes in a test tube with the blood of healthy people. Then the
aggregation of erythrocytes and leukocytes after 1, 2, 8 and 24 hours was measured
in the same test tubes after the addition of Dextran 500. See table for measurement
results.
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Table 1
1. The number of leukocytes and erythrocytes, the aggregation of erythrocytes and leukocytes in a test tube with the blood of healthy people. Then the
aggregation of erythrocytes and leukocytes after 1, 2, 8 and 24 hours was measured in the same test tubes after the addition of Dextran 500. n=6.
Parameters

I case

II case

III case

IV case

V case

VI case

RBC 1012/l

4,2

4,5

5,2

4,9

4,3

5,0

WBC 109/l

8,2

6,0

7,8

7,0

6.5

7,9

RBCAI before

15

16

16

13

15

17

WBCAI before

1,8

1,9

1,7

1,9

1,5

1,9

RBCAI after 1 hour

25

32

24

35

30

27

WBCAI after 1 hour

2,5

2,4

2,5

2,3

2,5

2,4

RBCAI after 2 hours

26

34

30

45

36

35

WBCAI after 2 hours

2,4

2,3

2,2

2,2

2,2

2,4

RBCAI after 8 hours

37

48

50

57

48

49

WBCAI after 8 hours

1,8

2,0

1,7

1,7

1,5

1,8

RBCAI after 24 hours

stasis

stasis

stasis

stasis

stasis

stasis

WBCAI after 24 hours

1,7

1,8

1,7

1,8

1,5

1,8

Discussion

When measuring the aggregation of erythrocytes and aggregation of leukocytes, it
turned out that the change in aggregation forms the blood flow to a greater extent than the
aggregation of leukocytes. An increase in aggregation was caused by adding Dextran 500
to the tubes. This is a proven method for increasing aggregation intensity. It turned out that
the aggregation of erythrocytes is a stable value compared to the aggregation of leukocytes. It also turned out that the aggregation of erythrocytes changes immediately after the
addition of Dextran 500, but not significantly. This change was within normal limits. In this
case, the aggregation of leukocytes also changes, but is restored after 2 hours, while the
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aggregation of erythrocytes increases all the time and after 24 hours the blood in the test
tube stasis, while the leukocyte aggregation is restored.
Despite the fact that we examined only 6 cases, the results emphasized that the
aggregation of erythrocytes is a value that reacts late to the pathogen (in our case,
Dextran 500), but cannot be restored, while the aggregation of erythrocytes is restored
after a certain time. Our research started a joint research with Prof. Mantskava (Georgia). In the framework of our new study, we will be able to conclude how informative the
aggregation of erythrocytes and the aggregation of leukocytes are in case of infarction
and arterial hypertension.

Describe of shortening

[RBC] – erythrocyte
[WBC] – leukocyte
[RBCAI] – erythrocyte aggregation index
[WBCAI] – leukocyte aggregation index
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Abstract
The article zeroes in on the vision that diseases, alienation and grotesqueness are
inseparable. It suggests that mental and physical disorders contribute to realizing the scale of alienation and grotesqueness inside and outside the characters.
The current research shows the way diseases determine human interaction. It
elucidates the characters’ paradigm shift in their understanding of themselves
and the world after a disease has entered their lives. The presence of symptoms,
syndromes and traumas in the novels presupposes that society is far from being
balanced. The article also discloses the overlap of literary discourse with medical
discourse.
KEY WORDS: brain; consciousness; disease; syndrome novel; alienation;
grotesqueness
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Introduction

The human condition in the 21st century is viewed as alienated since the main
emotion of the epoch is alienation which is close to the atomization scale [1]. The level
of alienation has been exceeding due to restrictions, in particular, lockdowns, caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic. Admittedly, the level of stress among the population is
increasing too. As a result, we observe that neurosomatic mechanisms lead to psychological and psychiatric problems, and vice versa, psychological problems may become
the basis for the development of somatic diseases. Medicine and neuroscience have
permeated much of everyday discourse. So, B. Kravitz states that neurological diseases reflect societies disease [2].
The tendency to embed diseases into novels becomes increasingly popular
among writers because literature, as well as science contributes to an understanding of the relation between nature and society [2]. In fact, we globally speak about
the intercrossing of the sciences and humanities. Contemporary British and American literature are currently preoccupied with neurological conditions and disorders.
With regard to it this research paper considers three novels by British authoresses:
Z. Heller’s What Was She Thinking?: Notes on a Scandal” (2003), “The Believers”
(2008) and J. Harris’s “Different Class” (2016). A writer, just as a doctor, physiologist, pathologist, has the right to reveal the most ugly and disgusting in a human
being. The contemporary era is a whole bunch of pathologies: sociopathy, psychopathy, sexopathy. This might be connected with the fact that even in an age of
rapidly progressing biomedicine human beings still remain vulnerable to diseases.
In his day S. Kierkegaard wrote that “there is not one single living human being
who is completely healthy” [3] and “not a single human being who does not despair
at least a little, in whose innermost being there does not dwell an uneasiness, an
unquiet, a discordance, an anxiety in the face of an unknown something” [4]. Another point related to the mentioned tendency, according to S. Timpanaro, is the acknowledgement that the physical and biological world, as an inevitable conditioning
force, precedes the socio-economic base and the cultural superstructure [2]. With
this regard, it brings us to the human brain because the powers of thought, logic,
morality, imagination, empathy are associated with it.
Neurolinguist T. Chernigovskaja states that our brain is a neuronic net, which is
so powerful that is hardly controllable and thus it only partially obeys us. It uses new
pathways, may act in a non-standard way [5]. The talk is about “the complexities of
neurological systems and the ungraspable nature of consciousness;… evolution is
not progressive, it is multiple; it is not about perfectibility, but about adaptation in
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shifting and multiple contexts. Environment is a complex web of connections and
feedback loops” [2].
Each character has an idiosyncratic personality. According to neuroscientific theory, characters’ own experiences take place within biological constraints: id est., the
boundaries of their cerebral hardware. P. MacLean’s cerebral modules concept “Triune
Brain” and its aphoristic interpretation by T. Robbins through the universalist theory
contribute to understanding the human condition and interpreting diseases in the texts.
This concept is based on the division of the human brain into three distinct regions:
the reptilian, mammalian and modern human brains which attempt to coexist. This
hierarchy is based on an evolutionary view of brain development. The reptilian or primal brain (basal ganglia) → reptile consciousness (aggressive, self-preserving, greedy
consciousness) is related to the language of body sensation and impulses, instinctive
responses; paleomammalian or emotional brain (limbic system) → mammal consciousness (love, warmth, generosity, joy, grief) deals with the language of emotions and
feelings; neomammalian or rational brain / homo sapiens brain (neocortex) → floral
consciousness (empathetic telepathy) is associated with intellectual verbal language,
conscious thought, self-awareness [6, 7]. Despite the fact that P. MacLean’s model is
criticized because of oversimplification, it is still helpful in the endeavours to explicate
humans’ behaviors. According to modern advances in brain-imaging, the correlation of
responding on the side of the brain during primal, emotional and rational experiences
can vary, so these responses can be different for each person.
Quite similarly to the previous theories anthropologist H. Fisher produced “Three
Loves Theory” for understanding relationships. Scientists like H. Fisher have studied
the cognitive and neurobiological processes underlying attraction and love, and they
have pointed to different emotions that occur at different stages of romantic relationships. This helped H. Fisher to map the neurobiological components of each love experience and then match them to real-world social realities. She came up with the three
loves: lust, passion, commitment which occur independently from each other in different parts of the brain [8]. Lust is instantaneous and based on straightforward physical
and behavioral components of attraction. It comes from the reptilian brain and is about
instincts [9]. Passion is rooted in the mammalian brain. It shows a high degree of emotional connection [10]. Commitment is when love becomes unconditional. Commitment
is when you emotionally accept and love the other person’s flaws as much as their
strengths. Commitment arises with the idea that the relationship will persist indefinitely.
Couples who reach that level of commitment, their senses of self actually merge with
the other person [8]. The suggested theory aids in comprehending the characters’ relationships in the novels which may be viewed as deviation and seem to be unhealthy
within social norms.
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Syndromes in life and fiction

Terms “diseases, symptoms, syndromes and traumas” are commonly met in medicine and psychology. What is the role of the syndrome in contemporary culture and
literature? To be able to cast some light on it we refer to P. MacLean’s statement that
all human consciousness is schizophysiological syndrome consciousness [2]. Etymologically, “schizo-“ means division or split and “physiological” pertains to physiology,
relating to the functions and properties of living bodies [11]. As is claimed, in the 1980s
the Syndrome Age started [2]. It can be witnessed that it has not ended yet. So, it is
quite likely that the name of the Age is a result of syndrome thinking which is connected with syndrome consciousness mentioned above. A syndrome is a set of medical
signs and symptoms which are correlated with each other and often associated with a
particular disease or disorder [12]. Biologization encourages abandonment of even a
basic distinction between “organic” (somatic) and “functional” (mentally induced) disorders. Just as the self is somatized and molecularized, so more and more of everyday
life is medicalized [2].
Literary critics are concerned with the linguistic symptoms of neurological disorders. The contemporary novel shows a continuing preoccupation with what it feels like
to live in a biomedicalized, post-postmodern culture and with the relations between
the economic and the neurobiological as they play out in the psychopathologies of
contemporary everyday life. But the pathologies have changed. The manic addictions,
obsessions and anxieties of the postmodern 1980s have been replaced by a sense of
what the sociologist A. Ehrenberger calls “the weariness of the self” [2].
It can be said that fiction is engaged with neuroscience superficially, for example,
specific titles, and substantially, when diseases and their symptoms are, in general,
referred to more deeply. Owing to all these processes there appears the so-called
“syndrome novel”. The syndrome novel is a convenient way to indicate contemporary fiction’s interest in neurological disorders and science. We distinguish 1) the first
generation syndrome novel which is associated with a sense of the self as recursive
and displaced, the product of confabulation; 2) the second-generation syndrome novel
in which insights of neuroscience give way to something more mystical. Inadequacy,
weariness and loss are faced in the syndrome novel. This fiction reflects a continuing
preoccupation with the self. The contemporary syndrome novel attempts to retrieve
the self by exploring what gave rise to its loss and in doing so moves beyond both a
neuroscientific and a postmodern viewpoint [2]. In the phenomenological terms of Kierkegaard, however ‒ and in those of syndrome fiction ‒ the key experience is of an
estrangement in which the body seems beyond the control of thinking, seems to have
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interposed itself as an object between oneself and the world or to have been dissociated from the thinking self so thoroughly that “the self” experiences itself as disembodied,
outside itself [2]. P. Waugh stresses that “a key feature shared by syndrome novels
is the presentation of a complex cultural condition through attention to individual phenomenologies of perception and feeling refracted through a linguistically and formally
self-reflexive frame”. The dominant mood in such novels is depressive.
Thus, in the novels under investigation there have been identified features of a
syndrome novel; based on the number of diseases in two of them they can be considered syndrome novels.

Alienation and grotesqueness & diseases →
inseparable?!

The notion of disease is most powerfully articulated by S. Sontag. Feelings about
evil are projected onto a disease. The disease being so enriched with meanings is
projected onto the world. The disease becomes adjectival. Something is said to be
disease-like, meaning that it is disgusting or ugly. The subjects of deepest dread like
corruption, decay, pollution, anomie, weakness, are identified with the disease [13].
Today, our conceptualization of neurological diseases must affect how we read these
metaphors.
The characters in the novels under analysis deal with mental and physical disorders. It cannot but be admitted that different mental states are associated with different
physical states and it is not quite clear which causes which [2]. It is important to stress
that diseases cannot be reduced to constellations of symptoms. Symptoms are unique
expressions of particular life experiences. Based on the humanistic approach to mental
disorder a symptom is regarded as the symbolic expression of a repressed conflict.
Based on the biomedical approach to mental disorder the symptom is regarded as a
natural sign of materialness.
It can be stated that diseases are directly related to alienation and grotesqueness.
Diseases affect human organisms and, as a consequence, they may undergo inner
and outer changes which means ill people become other and quite frequently ugly in
appearance which makes them feel both alienated from themselves and society. Visually changes are not always noticeable. Estrangement, insanity, otherness are linked
to alienation and distortion, oddity, ugliness are associated to grotesqueness. Mental
illnesses become or cause impediments that prevent people from having an active life
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because they are literally excluded from many processes. Alienation can be the result
of a mental or physical condition. Possible health-related causes of alienation include:
anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), any conditions that may cause a person to feel singled out or disconnected [14]. With regard to grotesqueness, it shows
deformity as the expression of the physical and mental decadence of the human body.
Through diseases we see moments of personal collapse modifying the mind and the
body because they cause a breach between muscle, bone, and skin. An emotional
breakdown, witness to a division caused by external pressure, is a collapse of intangible weight, and yet so overwhelming that the body is modified and crushed. Deformity
has its roots firmly planted in reality, in the memory and sensation of the tragic and
ironic condition of human existence [15].
Thus, in the novel we deal with abulia, Capgras syndrome, Kandinsky-Clérambault
syndrome, obesity and metabolic syndrome, Down’s syndrome, Icarus complex, infertility, coma, post-traumatic stress disorder. Though, for instance, abulia, Capgras syndrome, Kandinsky-Clérambault syndrome, Icarus complex are not indicated directly in
the analyzed texts. In Z. Heller’s novel “What Was She Thinking? Notes on a Scandal”
the reader encounters one character who has a neurological disorder ‒ Ben, Bathsheba Hart’s son, he has Down’s syndrome. In her other work “The Believers” we meet
the paterfamilias Joel Litvinoff who is seriously ill after a stroke. His daughter Karla
Litvinoff suffers from obesity and experiences problems with her reproductive system.
We also get familiar with Karla and her husband Michael’s neighbour who “is a host
to chronic ailments…” [16] and Jameson Nicholas (Monster) who has been paraplegic
since his childhood. We also get acquainted with Lenny, the Litvinoffs’ adopted son,
who is addicted to drugs and alcohol. In J. Harris’s novel “Different Class” the reader
comes across the main character David Spikely with His Condition as a result of the
past sexual assault on the part of his teacher.
Now it makes sense to provide interpretation on medical and figurative dimensions
of the syndromes and disorders mentioned above:
Abulia is medically an illness as a result of an injury to the brain, characterized
by a lack of will or initiative, it may be a sign of a neurologic or psychiatric
disorder [17]. Figuratively, we speak about indecisiveness. It is observed in relation to Karla and Rosa from “The Believers”, and Bathsheba Hart from “What
Was She Thinking? Notes on a Scandal”. In case with Karla, she is not sure
how to act in her unhappy marriage. She shares home with her husband but it
is not love that unites them, it is something totally different. As to Rosa, while
trying to explore her origin, she immerses herself into the Jewish rituals which
seem absurd to her and she cannot decide whether she should proceed or refuse from participating in them because of not feeling comfortable. Bathsheba
is in two minds as to her relations with the spouse and her lover;
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Capgras syndrome or Capgras delusion, medically speaking, is the irrational
belief that a familiar person or place has been replaced with an exact duplicate
[18]. In a figurative sense, R. Powers believes that “as a species, human beings have collective Capgras. We do not have the requisite response to other
members of our species or to the other species with whom we share the world,
and this leads to our alienation from the natural world” [2]. It is about our unwillingness to see things as they are. The talk is about Karla’s husband Michael in
“The Believers”. Michael starts noticing vaguely that his wife is becoming not
so obedient as she used to be, he is in his somewhat illusional world. In “What
Was She Thinking?: Notes on a Scandal” Richard Hart, Sheba’s spouse, after
finding out about his wife’s love affair, does not want to recognize her at all.
Barbara Covett also refuses to see Bathsheba as she is because her image of
the colleague and friend does not coincide with the real Bathsheba;
Kandinsky-Clérambault syndrome in the medical dimension is the psychic
automatism (a psychopathological syndrome / the estrangement syndrome /
the influence syndrome), characterized by delusion of being controlled by an
external force. It occurs on the level of thoughts, feelings, movements [19].
The metaphoric dimension describes it as conformism; escaping responsibilities; fear to recognize one’s misdoings. This can be exemplified by the
characters from “Different Class”, e. g. David Spikely who accuses God of
that what he is, Roy Straitley, a Latin teacher views St Oswald’s School as
such that urges the pupils and teachers to commit the wrong. For Karla her
husband seems to be the one who makes her behave the way she does
not really feel like behaving probably because she is afraid of being left. For
Bathsheba Hart her pupil and lover Steven Connolly becomes the outside
influence she thinks she cannot resist;
Obesity and metabolic syndrome are medically defined as abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that presents a risk to health [20]. Figuratively, this is
seeking for protection; escaping feelings; denial of oneself; hidden anger. In
“The Believers” Audrey’s mother is overweight which may be connected with
her age, Karla’s obesity can sooner of all be the result of denying herself in
many senses, trying to escape her feelings, feeling unprotected;
Infertility is defined as not being able to get pregnant in the medical dimension.
In the figurative dimension it presupposes unwillingness to gain parental experience, at least not with the wrong person; resistance to life processes. Karla
is unlikely to get pregnant, quite supposedly because Michael is not the man
she really needs;
Down’s syndrome is medically described as a genetic disorder caused by
the presence of all or a portion of a third chromosome 21. Patients typically
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present with mild to moderate intellectual disability, growth retardation, and
characteristic facial features [21]. In a figurative sense, it is linked to unwillingness to put up with the world, to manifest oneself into the world. This is
what we observe in Ben’s case, he is the son of Sheba and Richard who
are teachers;
Icarus complex, in psychoanalysis, describes an over-ambitious character
with delusions of grandeur whose spiritual ambition exceeds its personality
limits [22]. It is characterized by a desire to be immortal, narcissism and
lofty but fragile ambition [23]. In the figurative dimension it is fear to get
older, accept aging processes, to die. For instance, Michael does sports
regularly reminding his wife of it and food quantity and Audrey can hardly
accept the fact that her husband can die. Joel is always involved in some
love affairs with other women as if wishing to convince himself that he is
still young and his body potency is strong. Bathsheba got married to a man
with the age difference between them, so she wanted to catch up with everything letting a young lover enter her life;
Coma, in the medical dimension, is a prolonged state of deep unconsciousness caused by a stroke, as a result, a person is in a vegetative state (with no
awareness) [24]. Coma is associated, in a figurative way, with fear of life and
death, an in-between state because of indeterminacy, unwillingness to make a
choice, escaping from somebody / something; no unity between energetic and
physical bodies. Joel was in a coma and it was barely possible to say if he
really was happy with Audrey and, generally, in his family;
PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder) is medically viewed as a psychiatric
disorder that may occur in people who have experienced or witnessed a traumatic event such as a natural disaster, a serious accident, a terrorist act, war/
combat, or rape or who have been threatened with death, sexual violence
or serious injury [25]. Exposed to traumas are those who have suppressed
aggression, anger, experience a lack of confidence, the desire to earn the
love and recognition of others, depend on the opinions and assessment of
others, constant mental pain, old wounds, ban the expression of feelings and
emotions, those who are characterized by vulnerability, impulsiveness, mental instability, risky behavior, upbringing. The figurative interpretation includes
feelings of guilt and rage, commonly directed against oneself, a compromise
within because of inner conflicts. Karla is always attempting to suppress her
feelings. Being wounded by her mother or spouse she does not show it as she
is diffident. Bathsheba Hart and Barbara mention about their upbringing which
proves that they are traumatized. Bathsheba was never good enough for her
parents and Barbara was taught by her mother how to postpone her life. David
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Spikely in “Different Class” is deeply wounded by the traumatic experience he
gained as a pupil while interacting with the male teacher, he is full of aggression and anger which are hidden from others but his traumas contribute to the
way he acts committing horrible deeds. His pain comes from the fact that he
was not believed.
While analyzing behaviors, states, actions of the characters it is close to impossible to realize their root cause, especially, if we keep in mind that our brain is not quite
explainable in his responses to events in the light of the triune brain theory and the
three love theory. We can only assume what Audrey and Bathsheba were guided by
marrying men who were considerably older than they. It can also be wondered why
Karla was staying with Michael when there were literally no relations at all, probably
duties. Mental and physical reactions are intertwined, however, it is hard to identify the
ones being initial as it is quite likely that they may vary.

Diseases as a bifurcation point

Any disease can be defined as a catalyst of many life processes. Disease is a
change in the steady state of the system. J. Pruys speaks about the role of diseases in
fiction in this way: “Sickness makes people weak, insecure, needy, angry, sad and depressed. It makes characters speak their minds, makes them honest and direct. These
strong emotions exacerbate conflict, especially when the illness is grave. And conflict
is the basis of all drama” [26]. The bitter truth about Joel and his marriage becomes
known. His infidelities and an affair with Berenice, the black woman that ended with
the birth of their son Jamil born out of wedlock destroys Audrey’s illusions about her
spouse. Audrey Litvinoff, Joel’s wife showed her true face in relation with her family
members, particularly, daughters Karla and Rosa. She also managed to demonstrate
the way she interacted with unfamiliar people, for instance, the doctors who were involved in her husband’s treatment. Diseases in all the novels become an indicator of
how we fear to ask for help within the family circle or beyond, trying not to show our
weaknesses and pretending to be strong when we are not. It is also identified that the
characters’ personal experience of pain may be considered subjective or unreal and,
as a result, remains unnoticed until it is too late. Joel is a perfect example of a person
who is considered “as right as rain” [16] by his family members whereas his secretary
is in the know that he has taken about fifty Tylenol in the last twenty-four hours but in
vain [16]. Bathsheba Hart being a mother of a child with Down’s syndrome experienc44
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es difficulties as a woman who is restricted in her ability to manage her personal and
professional life to the fullest due to this. David Spikely’s attempts to seek aid with His
Condition after being sexually assaulted by his male teacher fail, chiefly, because of his
decision not to put the worst into words. He thinks that: “words give shapes to things,
…. Words bring the monsters into the light” [27].
Diseases become helpful in: showing who we really are; confronting us with choices; revealing unhealthy inter-dependence; urging us to think about illnesses, how to
conceptualize them, how to understand pain; realizing the prohibitions of expressing
feelings and sufferings; making us aware of feeling uncomfortable while asking for help
and thus unwilling to do it; making us recognize ourselves in other people, which can
be cathartic and even painful (teach empathy / feel an ill person’s pain).

Conclusion
Indeed, a disease can be an obstacle to stop the characters, a signal that the
chosen path is wrong, a possibility to adapt to something new, a chance to change. It
is a way to show that we are interconnected and dependent on one another whether
we want it or not. It makes us start to appreciate life and be grateful. However, it is not
only about this, diseases manifest the disease of being a human who is the vessel for
meeting the divine and earthly. Since feelings, perceptions, and beliefs are involved
in experiences of mental distress, the phenomenological and literary join forces in the
contemporary syndrome novel to understand suffering in the biomedical age. These
sufferings are partially caused by “enlightened false consciousness” which is the key
contemporary syndrome identified in the novels. It can be overcome if we manage to
acknowledge sincerely our biological restrictions and switch from syndrome to new
sincerity, which lies in fusion of sincerity and authenticity where authenticity views truth
as something inward, personal, and veiled, the product of self-examination (the self)
but it is not enough and sincerity emphasizes intersubjective truth and communication
with others.
The obtained findings confirm that cross-disciplinary work in the modern cross-disciplinary world is impossible if we oppose mind and brain, trauma and syndrome, psychoanalysis and neurology or the sciences and humanities.
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Abstract
The way we recall events has an impact on how we perceive them. A good example of this is visual illusion. Can memorized stimuli influence the acquisition of
a variety of stimuli in tiny neural networks? To answer this question, we used dissociated cortical culture (DCC) grown on a multielectrode array. This in vivo-like
in vitro system allows tracking and assessing structural and functional refinement,
as well as the ability for information acquisition, processing, and coding in neural
networks. A range of electric stimuli were used to simulate sensory inputs and to
train DCC neural circuits. Single, paired-pulse (PP, 20ms ISI) 300mV stimuli at
5, 10, 20, 50, and 100Hz for 1s were delivered in a random time interval. During
the analyses, the pre-training, training and testing phases were compared.
The data revealed that registered channels increased activity in response to one
of the stimulus types while responding less effectively to others. Single, 5Hz,
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and notably PP stimuli were the favored paradigms. The training phase frequently showed a progressive increase in activity level, with short burst prevalence.
However, repetition of the preferred stimuli enhanced the occurrence of both
tonic and burst evoked responses with prolonged duration throughout the testing phase. The data demonstrate that even such a tiny network of neurons as
we have in DCC is capable for selection of the sensory inputs according to
previously memorized information and at their most basic levels they are efficient of performing some functions that are typically attributed to higher neural
structures.
KEY WORDS: in vivo-like in vitro; dissociated cortical culture; multielectrode
array; neural plasticity; sensory discrimination; neural network

Introduction

In humans and higher vertebrates, sophisticated nervous system functions like
memory, sensory processing and perception necessitate the engagement of the high
order brain structures. These phenomena are interweaved, and impact processes on
a psychological level. Visual illusions are an excellent example of this. During visual
illusion, we perceive visual stimuli differently than they are in reality. This happens because our memory affects our sensory processing and evantually our comprehension
of how we see.
However, whether sensory processing and memory, characteristic feature of high
order nervous system functions are present and interrelated at the level of local neural circuits is a fascinating question in neuroscience. In some modern research, it has
been established that input signals have a significant influence on the formation of
network features in developing neural networks [1]. In fact, how brain tissue functions
is determined by the physical structure of specific circuitries [2].
To understand how sensory processing and memory interact on a local circuit level, multielectrode arrays (MEA) with simplified neural networks of dissociated cortical
culture (DCC) can be used for effective scientific approaches such as stimulation and
registration of multiple electrophysiological signals. DCC naked neuronal cells change
49
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shape and acquire axons and dendrites that connect to one another during development, creating neural networks similar to those found in neural tissue. Implanted on
the glass surface electrodes designed for both stimulation and recording in the parallel
regime allow for the simulation of sensory inputs over various areas of neural culture
on the one hand, and the recording of a variety of evoked electric neural signals from
the entire surface on the other, reflecting the complexity of information processing [3].
This system becomes an effective scientific tool for modeling brain to body feedback
systems [4, 5] and even prototyping neuro-prosthetic or brain to machine cyborg systems using complicated algorithms, advancing a topic of great medical significance [6,
7]. As a result, they’re frequently referred to as in vivo-like in vitro system [8, 9, 10].
Previous work developed feedback cyborg systems of DCC and robotic body [6,
7, 8, 9] in such systems a neural network continuously receives information about the
orienting stimuli from the robotic body, saves information, and improves performance
over time, all of which dependended on neural plasticity processes in the neuronal culture. Researchers learned how to employ brain signals to operate machines using this
impressive scientific approach, and simultaneously, they could investigate mechanisms
of high nervous functions in a highly appropriate long-term easily viewable dynamic
preparation of DCC neural networks [4, 10, 11].
Our previous work helped us in approaching the topic and provided a more
conducive environment for research. Over time, the population of about 100000
neuronal and glial cells in our experimental setting formed a simplified but realistic
brain structure and could live on MEA for two months. This allowed us to track and
assess the structural and functional refinement of freshly formed neural circuits, as
well as their capacity for information collection, processing, and coding. This helped
us to see the importance of single-neuron activity in these processes. Evoked responses included both instant and later responses during the training period that
lasted an indefinite period of time and varied depending on the experimental conditions. That phase frequently included a progressive increase in activity level, with
burst prevalence being common. However, during the testing period, repetition of
the chosen stimuli raised the background level of activity and, in particular, the occurrence of evoked responses with a prolonged effect.
The data demonstrate gradually realized synaptic plasticity mechanisms for
memory formation to favored stimuli, on the one hand and the beneficial influence
of the retained information for particular responses to preferred stimuli, on the other
hand. As a result, we can conclude that even a small neural network of population
neurons, such as the one used in DCC, is capable of selecting sensory information
based on previously memorized data. This demonstrates that neural networks at
their most basic levels are capable of performing complex functions that are typically attributed to higher neurological structures.
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Materials and Methods
ethods

Experiments were carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the International
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and the Free University of Tbilisi’s bioethics
committee.

Preparation of DCC
With major alterations to fit our experimental requirements, our experimental approaches were based mostly on the works of Potter and colleagues [3], which described protocols for DCC preparation, care and electrophysiological registration on a
multielectrode array. Briafly, cortical slices were obtained from the brain of a rat fetus
on the 18th day of pregnancy (total number 20 from the 8 litters). Sterility was ensured
with the use of a biosafety cabinet class 2 and 70% alcohol. A cold Hanks balanced
salt solution (HBSS) was used for placing cortical fragments and cleaning neural tissue
from blood and arachnoid remains. In order to decrease excitatory processes related
to seizures, excitotoxicity, and apoptosis in mechanically dissociated brain tissue, AP5
(0.025 mM final concentration), a selective antagonist of NMDA receptors and Kynurenic acid (final concentration 1 mM), antagonist of ionotropic excitatory amino acids
were added to solution. A mixture of active papain (15 units) and DNase (50 M) was
used for tissue fermentative digestion for 20 minutes. The digested tissue remnants
were rinsed with Thermofisher’s CO2 independent hibernation medium with B27 plus
supplement (2%) and fetal bovine serum (10 %). Special microfilters with 40 m phores
were employed to obtain a clear colony of dissociated cells (neurons and glial cells
mixed) and a clean solution from the remains. After that, bovine serum albumin was
added to the solution. It was centrifuged at 200x speed and rinsed with a final medium
to eliminate toxins generated during the process of tissue digestion and dissociation
from the cells. Using a cytometer grid and a microscope, the cell concentration was
estimated to be around 5000-6000 cells per l l. Dilution or centrifugation were utilized
to adjust for the outraging of a standard concentration. There was no attempt to separate glial cells because they aid in the survival of neurons and provide natural room for
development. For 30 seconds, 15-20 l of cell suspension was poured over the surface
of MEA electrodes that had been pre-coated with polyethilen imine (0.05%) and laminin
(0.001%). The cells were allowed to attach to the surface for 30 minutes before adding
the final media to the MEA basin. HEPES (hydroxy-ethil-hyperazin-ethan-solphonic
acid) solution (0.01 M final concentration) was added to the surrounding tissue media
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for enhanced buffering qualities. The incubator’s temperature was 36°C, with a humidity level of 65%. Half of the medium was usually refreshed twice a week. The other half
was left to ensure a sufficient level of intrinsic cell survival factors. To maintain sterile
conditions with the ability to transfer surrounding CO2 (5 %) in the incubator, a suitable
cover with teflon milliphore membrane (from multichannelsystems Co.) was enclosed
to the ring of MEA (Fig. 1 A). DCC was kept alive in those conditions for two months to
ensure that the tissue was healthy and capable of generating action potentials.

Morphological control
To monitor the morphological condition of DCC cells for electrophysiological investigation, an inverted digital microscope with a magnification of 200-400X was used.
Morphological control was performed during cytometric adjustment of cell concentration
on the day of culture preparation, and after, twice weekly before electrophysiological
recording sessions. The images were taken with the digital camera’s included AMCAP
software. Microscopy was used to determine cell concentration, region cleanliness,
cell distance from electrodes, and neural fiber growth degree. For better comparison,
pictures were obtained from the same two areas across all experiments: The first was
a 9-electrode area around the electrode N22, and the second was a 9-electrode area
surrounding the electrode N77. The length of neural fibers was simply compared to
the diameter of electrodes (30 m) using basic geometric methods, and the degree of
development of neural networks was estimated.

Electrophysiological recording
Setup of 60 channel electrophysiological systems The MEA1060-UP-BC preamplifier is designed for 60 electrode MEA recordings and includes blanking circuitry that
allows registration of the stimulating electrodes with the others. The preamplifier, stimulator STG4002, and computer (with the supplied proper cardboard) are all synchronized to ensure the system’s coordinated operation. The free softwares: MC_Rack,
MC_Stimulus, and MEA_Select were used for registration, stimulation, and selection of
the sets of stimulating and grounding electrodes (Multichannelsystems Co., Germany).
Before beginning experimental recordings, proper electric stimuli protocols were
created in the MC_Stimulus software, which is designed to provide synchronously
electric stimulations for MC_Rack recordings. To imitate diverse sensory inputs to
DCC and to train the specific neural networks, various forms of electric stimuli were
used. Rectangular impulses with two phases of 100 μs duration and voltage of 300
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mV were used for single, paired-pulse (PP, with 20 ms ISI) and varied frequencies
of stimulations of 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 Hz of stimuli of 1 s duration. A pair of
electrodes delivered certain types of stimulations once every 20 seconds (or at a
close random time interval). The length of the stimulation sessions, which were
eventually divided into training and testing phases, varied depending on the experimental settings and responses.
Before stimulation sessions began, spontaneous multi-neuronal activity was always recorded as a baseline level for evoked activity. The signals were recorded at
sampling rate 25 kHz and filtered using a Butterworth 2nd order high-pass filter (>200).
Following that, stimulation operations were performed, followed by registration for the
proper period of time. The registering software’s multichannel structure, as well as the
electrode array, enabled for dimensional dispersion of signal processing.

Data analyzes
For neural data analyses, MC Rack, the data collecting software, offers limited capabilities. However, the multichannel DataManager application allows to convert MCD
to HDF5 format. The Python programming language was used to create a data analysis program application pack (NeuroSpace) that allowed to move data to appropriate
graphical and numerical datafiles before being analyzed in the SPSS statistical program. The presentation of real-time signals from a single channel, the separation of
stimulus-induced evoked frequencies, the processing of specified partitions, the separation of single-units, the detection of neuronal and network bursts, and the generation
of appropriate datafiles were all possible with NeuroSpace. This approach was used to
investigate up to 30 MC_Rack electrophysiological recordings in total.
Electrophysiological data was obtained from matured DCCs aged 25 to 35
days in vitro (DIV). The key categorization criteria related to the stimuli used for
certain training session were: 300 mV single, PP, and varied frequencies of 1, 5,
10, 20, 50, and 100 Hz for 1 s. Each of them was used for a prolonged period
and the recorded data was examined at three different levels: 1. the baseline level
of activity obtained from the phase of recording before stimulations began, 2. the
training phase during stimulation when neuronal activity was gradually increasing,
and 3. the testing phase after stimulus evoked activity reached its maximum level.
Spike frequencies of multi-unit and single-unit activity, which were determined before and after the applied stimulus paradigms, were the parameters of interest for
evaluation. Three distinct methods were used to make these comparisons: Instant
response (up to 300 ms) intervals; longer-term (up to 2000 ms) periods; and general activity levels elicited by specific stimuli.
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Despite some meticulous planning, data showed significant variations in some
cases. Thus, one of the most appropriate approach for analyzing the effect of specific
stimuli patterns was to use the percentage of probability of induced responses.

Statistics
IBM SPSS statistics software was used to conduct the statistical analyses. Univariate ANOVA analysis with Bonferroni post-hoc tests were used to assess activity
at different phases within the different stimulation groups. For phase and pre – vs.
post-stimulus (for 2 s) comparisons, the same two-factor test was used; two-way ANOVA analyses were required to assess the impact of stimuli on the phases within the
groups; multi-factorial ANOVA tests with the same Bonferroni post-hoc analysis were
used to investigate the impact of different stimuli types on pre – vs. post-stimulus conditions (for 2 s) in different phases.

Results

Morphology
After adjusting the cell concentration to the appropriate range of 5000-6000 cells
in 1 μl, morphological monitoring of neuronal culture began on 0 DIV. Cells were bare
oval/round-shaped white bodies with no fiber descendants at the time. This demonstrated that enzymatic digestion of neural tissue resulted in the loss of the characteristics that bind cells together to form neural tissue, and we acquired dissociated healthy
cells (Fig. 1, A). Morphological control was done twice a week before electrophysiological sessions during the experiments. At 3-4 DIV, differentiated cell bodies were visible,
and axo-dendritic fibers reached about 42+13 μm after 7 DIV (n=30). Following weeks
of cultivation, there was a gradual increase in cell fibers: 64+15 at 14 DIV, 78+23 at
21 DIV, which did not change significantly later (Fig. 1, B, C). Although some cells
demonstrated fiber expansion after 3-4 weeks, there was a consistent reduction in cell
number across the counted region.
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Fig. 1. A – Multielectrode array (MEA) with Teflon Millipore cover. B – DCC on
the hemocytometer at 0 DIV, exhibiting adequate dispersion of about 25 healthy
cells on 0.04 mm2 (6250 cells in 1 μl) area. C – DCC attached to the MEA surface
at the day 25 DIV, revealing developed neuronal network with axonal and dendritic fibers.

Electrophysiology
The MC_Rack software, which is freely available on the multichannelsystems Co.
website, was used to make electrophysiological extracellular recordings of multiunit activity. All subsequent processing was carried out using the NeuroSpace software, which
we created in Python. That allowed for both graphical and statistical processing of the
data obtained from MEA recordings. For this work, electrophysiological investigations
were performed on 18 DCC preparations restricted in age from 25 to 35 DIV in order
to prevent fluctuating changes in electrophysiological characteristics.
Before each session of stimulation, spontaneous responses were recorded for
roughly 10 minutes to establish a baseline level of activity. This activity was characterized by a wide spectrum of responses, ranging from rare spikes to intense bursts that
became stronger with age. Single-unit analyses revealed that most of the time bursts
were due to activity of several different neurons. Despite this, single neuronal bursts
were detected in some cases as well. The channel had to be active for long enough
to register for both spontaneous and stimulation sessions, which was a necessary
prerequisite for registration (at least 30 min). Random pair of electrodes were utilized
to induce a range of electric shock sessions using random time intervals after a spontaneous activity registration sessions.
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Fig. 2.
2 Neural plasticity-dependent modifications in multi-unit neuronal responses to continuous PP electric stimulation. The background, training, and
testing phases of the recorded activity are indicated by colored underlines. A
– Spontaneous activity followed by 34 PP stimuli that elicited steadily increasing responses during training phase and stable evoked responses during testing phase. B – Frequency diagram of the same recording illustrating dynamic
changes between training and testing phases. C, D – Burst-dependent inhibition
with PP stimuli displayed separately, with pre-stimuli and post-stimuli of 2 s intervals summarized. E, F – During the training (E) and testing (F) phases, a frequency diagram of the summed pre – and post-stimulus activity of 2 s intervals
demonstrates persistent responsiveness to the same stimuli.
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As it was previously reported by us, DCC neural networks reveal capability to
dscriminate variety of sensory inputs and respond specifically to the provided stimulations. For this research, we applied the previously used protocol: 300 mV single,
PP with 20 ms ISI, and varied frequencies of 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 Hz for 1 s.
Stimulation sessions revealed that a variety of electric stimuli elicited particular tonic
and burst responses in DCC and that in most cases they displayed preferred responsiveness to low frequency and specifically, to PP stimuli, when other forms of electric
stimuli were neglected or decreased level of activity. However, in unusual conditions,
greater susceptibility to other types of stimuli was also observed. In most cases, a rise
in activity did not occur immediately, and some training sessions were required before
the network was engaged. Unexpectedly, network activity started before occurrence of
evoked responses, which only became prevalent after training sessions (Fig. 2, A, B).
As a result, trained networks still showed different probability of the evoked responses
that reached approximately 60 % of cases for PP stimuli (P<0.001, n=14), 35-40 %
for single or 5 Hz stimuli (P<0.01, n=12 and 14), about 15-20 % for 10 Hz stimuli, up
to 10 % for 20 Hz and as low as 5 % for 50 and 100 Hz stimuli (P<0.05, n=12, 12,
10, 9 correspondingly). Also, significant difference was found in between the groups
analyses, showng a signifficantly higher effect with PP stimuli compared to all others
(P<0.05, 0.05, 0.01, 0.01, 0.001, 0.001; correspondingly for single, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 20 Hz,
50 Hz and 100 Hz stimuli).
During the PP stimulations, which was the most effective paradigm to elicite responses, the probability of evoked responses was around 42 % at the training phase,
from which as few as 20 % of subsequent activation of the network followed. As a
result, the comparison of pre-stimulus vs post-stimulus frequencies rarely reached
significant difference in particular cases, when general comparison of 12 recordings
showed significant difference (P<0.001). However, probability of evoked responses
reached about 60 % during the testing phase, from which 85 % showed subsequent
increase of activity level showing significant difference (P<0.01) at individual recordings
and showng absolute effect in general comparisons (P<0.0001, n=12). At the same
time, around 20 % did not change activity level. significant difference was found in
comparisons between the training and testing phases (P<0.001, in single recordings;
P<0.0001, in summarized comparisons) (Fig. 2, E, F).
We noted that when an electric stimulus coincided with enhanced network activity, especially bursts, inhibition was typically followed (Fig. 2, C, D). Around 30% of all
cases PP stimuli showed inhibition of the bursting activity with significan effect (P<0.05,
for individual cases; P<0.001 for n=10), when it was around 28% during the training
phase, and around 25 % during the testing phase (Both with P<0.05). We subjected
these data to the separate processing and calculations.
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Fig. 3. A – Example of discriminated responses to two types of applied stimuli: At the start of training, stimulation at 20 Hz (shown by the light blue line)
resulted in an increase in bursting activity. Later responses reveal the creation
of shorter bursts elicited by the stimuli. The recorded network is completely
inhibited when 100 Hz stimuli are used (demonstrated by the dark blue line).
A – Three independent single-neuron units isolated from multiunit responses
(yellow spike raster indicate applied stimuli). B – Multi-unit activity of a single
channel with the stimuli artifacts. The orange lines indicate the incidence of
bursts. The NeuroSpace software uses red corpuscles to pick spikes for further
analysis. C. Frequency bars of 0.1 s bins demonstrate absolute difference in responses to stimuli.
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Fig. 4. Example of mutually opposing activity in different channels during the
course of an 800-second recording session, highlighting the individuality of
distinct networks within a culture. The duration of each of the utilized stimuli
types is indicated by colored lines above the figures: red – single stimuli, orange
– paired pulses, yellow – doubled paired pulses, green – 5 Hz, blue – 10 Hz, and
dark blue – 20 Hz. A, B – The channel responded to single stimuli with robust
activity and continued responding to PP stimuli. The activity level was completely inhibited by double PP stimuli, which could not be restored with 5 Hz
stimuli. The 10 Hz stimulation elicited some activity, which was maintained and
enhanced to some extent during the 20 Hz stimulation. C, D — Another channel
was completely silent throughout all other types of stimuli and was only activated when 20 Hz stimuli were delivered. Orange vertical lines on electrophysiological recording traces indicate burst activity.
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Data showed that in spite of the preference to the low frequency or PP stimuli, it
was crucial question of which of stimuli were used for training of DCC. Example (Fig. 3
A, B, C) shown here demonstrates excitability of the network to the 20 Hz stimuli that
was resistent, however, was absolutely inhibited by 100 Hz of stimulation. The data
demonstrated that different cultures have different preferences for certain stimuli. In
some circumstances, stimuli at 50 and/or 100 Hz were found to be useful in eliciting
robust activity in neural networks.
In several cases, neuronal circuits within the same culture responded to the
same stimuli in different ways. Arouse can be influenced by modifying the type of
stimuli or the position of the stimulator electrode pairs. During the same recording
session, the presented example shows reciprocally opposing activity in different
channels, illustrating the uniqueness of different networks within the same DCC
(Fig. 4, A, B). One of those channels responded to single stimuli with robust activity
and continued responding to PP stimuli. The activity was completely depressed by
double PP stimuli, which could not be restored by 5 Hz stimuli. The 10 Hz stimuli
elicited some increase of activity, which enhanced to some extent during the 20 Hz
stimulations. At the same time, another channel was completely silent throughout
all other types of stimuli and was only activated when 20 Hz stimuli were delivered
(Fig. 4, C, D).
Delayed responses to certain stimuli with a latency of more than 300 ms were also
the subject of interest. The data showed that they were largely tied to the neuronal
plasticity to the specific favored stimuli and had little to do with other stimuli or random
cases of spontaneous activity.

Discussion

DCC’s neural networks are referred to as in vivo-like in vitro system for its resamblance to the naturally developed neural circuits. MEA and related multichannel
system setup make it possible to interface with DCC’s neural networks in a near to
the natural way, to stimulate any collection of electrodes, to record responses from
the entire surface, and to analyze according long-term morpho-functional adjustments. This is an ideal environment for researching sensory perception processes
at the neural network level and evaluating its information processing capabilities. In
order to simulate different sensory inputs, we used a variety of electric stimuli from
the same and different pairs of electrodes, recorded responses, and analyzed the
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potential of these responses for coding and decoding of sensory information.
The study’s main finding is that DCC’s tiny neural networks are capable of retaining
knowledge from discriminating sensory stimuli that served as a training element, allowing them to respond more efficiently the following time the same stimuli are presented.
Typically, that function is linked to high nervous system capabilities in terms of how
memory affects sensory processing and perception. This is certainly linked to cognitive
functions in humans and higher vertebrates, as well as to psychological processes.
Simple DCC neural networks, on the other hand, offer a large potential for achieving
essentially the same functional mechanisms, where stored information can impact the
acquisition of the same inputs. This also demonstrates that despite the well-known fact
that the entire brain is often engaged in the realization of cognitive processes, some
local circuits may provide a rather complicated support for those mechanisms.
This research relates to our recent findings that DCC neural networks can discriminate between a variety of electric stimuli that mimic sensory inputs to the recorded
neural networks and respond very specifically. Sensory processing in DCC neural networks reveals a number of unique implications that are related to the trained neural
networks and, secondarily, determine their impact on sensory stimuli acquisition. The
consequences, on the other hand, begin with the morphological and physical nature
of the neural networks in DCC, which undoubtedly determines preference for various
types of stimuli [11, 12, 13]. We suggest that there should be an interplay of two related
phenomena: The physical structure of certain neural circuits provides selective preference to the specified electric patterns, therefore various patterns of persistent electric
stimuli can improve effectiveness to that stimuli. This logic is nicely supported by our
data, which showed start of training and activated networks by tipically less effective
stimuli that was inhibited by the switch to tipically favoured stimuli. That underlines the
importance of the training of neural networks and previous angagement (Fig. 4 A, B).
Despite a clear preference for low frequency and PP stimuli in our research, several versions of our findings indicate that neural networks of individual DCCs or even
within the same culture have the specific structural and functional basics that determine preference to certain types of sensory stimuli. Surely, specific selectivity to various electric stimuli can reveal information about the given neural network’s individual
features. Despite the current trend in cortical culture research to regard them as a
homogeneous structures [3, 10, 12], the results of our study reveal their more complex
and brain-like features, in our opinion. The reason for this could be due to the less
synchronized network in our case, which was observed in general activity across the
entire DCC surface.
In independent studies, DCCs have been demonstrated to be responsive to some
generated low frequency stimuli and blocked by high frequency stimuli [11, 12]. High
frequency bursts, such as 20 Hz, were employed in certain studies to induce neuronal
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plasticity in DCC networks [13]. The most plasticity changes in our experimental setup
were caused by PP activation. In our case, 20 Hz training did not yield the best results
for increasing plasticity, whereas PP stimuli did. There is no disagreement in our perspective, however it depends on the specificity of the neural network employed in the
study. We observed that divergence in the nature of DCCs in our circumstances.
Furthermore, our findings support Nieus and colleagues’ recent findings in hippocampal neural cultures [14] regarding state-dependent representation of stimulus-evoked activity. In our recordings, it was frequently noted that when stimulus occurrence corresponded with elevated activity levels, particularly bursts, subsequent
evoked responses were blocked. These cases certainly needed to be looked at independently from the cases of evoked responses in order to make sense of them and
avoid losing their meaning. From a medical aspect, it could play a significant role in
seizure disorder care in the near future.
Many of our recordings revealed progressive activation of neural networks, indicating gradual degrees of neural circuit involvement in information processing. Training
aids the formation of synapses [1], which is an important part of the proper development of brain tissue. Simultaneously, as established in our study, it enhances the likelihood of evoked responses in the presence of favorable stimuli.
Instant and delayed evoked responses should reflect immediate and delayed information processing, with the likelihood of rapid responses increasing at training sessions with preferred stimuli. It shows how synaptic plasticity affects memory formation
in response to positive sensory input. At the same time, it emphasizes how information
is processed in a sequential manner in order to be memorized. Our findings suggest
that subsequent responses are also important for stimulus discrimination, which could
be a reflection of the long-term neuroplasticity processes that could aid information
coding, particularly in developing neural circuits. The generation of later responses is
likewise dependent on stimulus specificity, and they are not existent before they are
administered, according to the data. There are few findings in the literature for those
reactions, with the focus being on evoked responses with a short latency. However,
few studies have highlighted the importance of delayed reactions in brain plasticity
processes [15].
The data shows how small neural networks process information in response to a
wide range of sensory events. It reveals that they have the ability to select stimulus
patterns that are appropriate for their physical nature and, if repetitive stimuli are presented, to process brain plasticity changes that, in turn, influence asquisition of the
same stimuli more effectively. This demonstrates that small neural networks play an
important part in the nervous system’s high-level processes.
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Conclusions

The neural networks of DCC are capable to memorize discriminated sensory
stimuli;
Memorized information in the neural networks of DCC impacts acquisition of
the favored stimuli;
Small neural networks may be able to help high nervous functions solve a
major portion of complex tasks.
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We respect the intellectual property rights of our contributors and seek to avoid
unethical publishing behaviors such as plagiarism, defamation and cultural misappropriation.
Our Publication Terms and Conditions set out the publishing standards by which
we operate. We require that all work sets out to be fair and accurate, differentiates between fact and opinion, is obtained by straightforward and ethical means,
and is promptly corrected where inaccurate or misleading. The acceptability of
any document shall be decided by JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL
SCIENCES at its discretion. JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES reserves the right, at its discretion, to not proceed with publication at any
time or to remove the document following publication if there are legal or ethical
concerns.

1. Originality
We are happy to publish documents those that are unpublished.
Authors of documents must ensure that they do not breach copyright with any
content they post. Authors who wish to reproduce a figure or table from a previous copyrighted publication are responsible for obtaining the permission of copyright holders and for clearly referencing the original source. Figures that were
previously published under a creative commons license may be reused under
the condition of the specific license that applies to those figures.

2. Authorship on Documents
Any documents whose author’s affiliation is a recognized research centre or clinical institution or organization clearly related to academic research can be posted.
At least one author on document must meet this key criterion.
Documents always relate to specific gateways and usually only researchers who
are directly affiliated with a gateway and have been invited by the gateway advisers will be able to publish documents.
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3. Competing interests
Authors must include a ‘Competing interests’ statement. A competing interest will
not preclude publication, but it provides full transparency for readers. If there are
no competing interests to declare, the following standard statement is added: ‘No
competing interests were disclosed’.
A competing interest may be of non-financial or financial nature. Examples of
competing interests include (but are not limited to):
individuals receiving funding, salary or other forms of payment from an organization, or holding stocks or shares from a company, that might benefit (or
lose) financially from the publication of the findings;
individuals or their funding organization or employer holding (or applying for)
related patents;
official affiliations and memberships with interest groups relating to the content of the publication;
political, religious, or ideological competing interests.
Authors from pharmaceutical companies, or other commercial organizations that
sponsor clinical trials, should declare these as competing interests on submission. The relationship of each author to such an organization should be explained
in the ‘Competing interests’ section. Publications in JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL
AND MEDICAL SCIENCES must not contain content advertising any commercial
products.
The International Society for Medical Publication Professionals provides good
practice guidelines, which are aimed at ensuring that “clinical trials sponsored by
pharmaceutical companies are published in a responsible and ethical manner”.
If an undisclosed competing interest is brought to the attention of the editorial
office after publication, JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES will follow the COPE guidelines (https://publicationethics.org/guidance/Guidelines)

4. Ethical Policies
JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES adheres to the COPE
guidelines (https://publicationethics.org/guidance/Guidelines) relating to ethical
oversight.
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4.1 Research involving humans
4.1.1 Ethics approval
All studies involving humans (individuals, human data or material) must have
been conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. Approval must have been obtained for all protocols from the authors’ institutional or other relevant ethics committee to ensure that they meet national
and international guidelines. Details of this approval should be provided in the
document, including the institution, review board name, and permit number(s).
Human studies categorized by race/ethnicity, age, disease/disabilities, religion, sex/
gender, sexual orientation, or other socially constructed groupings, should include a
justification of the choice of definitions and categories, including whether any rules
of human categorization were required by the relevant funding agencies. Appropriate
non-stigmatizing language should be used when describing different groups.
Ethics approval must be obtained before the research is conducted; retrospective approval can usually not be obtained and it may not be possible to publish
the study.

4.1.2 Patient privacy and informed consent for publication
As stated in the Recommendations of the International Committee of Medical
Journal Editors: “Patients have a right to privacy that should not be infringed
without informed consent. Identifying information should not be published in written descriptions, photographs, and pedigrees unless the information is essential
for scientific purposes and the patient (or parent or guardian) gives written informed consent for publication. Informed consent for this purpose requires that
the patient be shown the manuscript to be published. When informed consent
has been obtained it should be indicated in the published article.”
Consent to participate: For all studies involving human participants, informed
written consent to take part in the research must have been obtained, and this
should be stated in the document in a section entitled ‘Consent’. If only oral
consent was obtained (rather than written), the reasons need to be explained,
confirmation of IRB approval that oral consent was adequate must be provided,
and a statement of how it was documented included in the Consent section.
Consent for publication of identifiable data: For any documents that include information that could potentially identify an individual, please ensure that you
have obtained written, informed consent from all patients or healthy participants
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(or their legal guardians for minors, or next of kin if the participant is deceased),
confirming that the results and any images can be published. This includes large
clinical datasets with direct or indirect identifiers (see this article for information),
specific details about individuals, images and so on.
If your document contains any identifiable images of individuals, you must include a statement confirming that you have permission to publish these images.
If your document contains any clinical images or identifiable data then you must
include an explicit consent statement under a separate heading of the ‘Consent’
section (we suggest: “We confirm we have permission to use [images/data] from
the participants/patients/individuals included in this presentation [conditions under which the permission was obtained]”).
Alternatively, if no consent for publication was required (e.g. the data has been
anonymised), then this should be clearly stated and a note should be added
confirming that such alterations have not distorted scientific meaning.
Signed consent forms should be made available to the JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES editorial office if requested.

4.2 Research involving animals
Authors describing studies involving animals must have consulted the ‘Animal
Research: Reporting In Vivo Experiments’ (ARRIVE) 2.0 guidelines, developed
by the NC3Rs to improve standards of reporting, ensuring that the data from
animal experiments can be fully scrutinized and utilized. Studies reporting in vivo
experiments must adhere to the ARRIVE Essential 10 checklist as a minimum,
and we encourage authors to use the full ARRIVE 2.0 checklist.
Experiments involving vertebrates or regulated invertebrates must be carried
out within the ethical guidelines provided by the authors’ institution and national
or international regulations. Where applicable, a statement of ethics permission
granted or animal licenses should be included. If animals were used but ethical
approval was not required, a clear statement should be included stating why this
approval was unnecessary.
In all cases, a statement should be made to confirm that all efforts were made to
ameliorate any suffering of animals and details of how this was achieved should
be provided.
Authors should comply with the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Convention on the Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora.
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4.3 Research involving plants
Studies on plants must be carried out within the guidelines provided by the authors’ institution and national or international regulations. Where applicable, a
statement of permissions granted or licenses should be included. Authors should
comply with the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Convention on the
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora.

5. Registration of trials and systematic reviews
5.1 Trial registration
JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES uses the WHO definition of a clinical trial to decide what constitutes a clinical trial:
“A clinical trial is any research study that prospectively assigns human participants or groups of humans to one or more health-related interventions to evaluate the effects on health outcomes. Interventions include (but are not restricted
to) drugs, cells and other biological products, surgical procedures, radiologic
procedures, devices, behavioural treatments, process-of-care changes, preventive care, etc”.
Trials should be registered prospectively and the trial registration number and
registration date must be included in the document. Further information can be
found at the ICMJE faq on trial registration and the WHO provides a list of approved registries.
Although prospective trial registration is preferable, several initiatives (such as
the AllTrials campaign) have recognized that retrospective trial registration will
encourage publication of both positive and negative results.

5.2 Systematic reviews registration
We encourage authors to register their systematic reviews in PROSPERO or another registry for systematic reviews. The registration number should be included
in the document.
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6. Standards of reporting
For articles in the life sciences there are standards of reporting guidelines devised to help authors to ensure that they have provided a comprehensive description of their research, making it easier for others to assess and reproduce
the work; for more detail and a comprehensive overview, see the FAIRSharing
initiative. Comprehensive lists of available reporting guidelines can be found on
the EQUATOR network website for health research.
For example, reports of clinical trials should adhere to the CONSORT reporting
guidelines. Any deviation from the original trial protocol should be explained.

7. Licenses
Most JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES documents are published under a CC BY license, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited, and leaves
the copyright of the documentwith the current copyright holder (usually the author or
his/her institution). However, in some cases other Creative Commons licenses may
apply. The specific license is listed for each document and document.

8. Permanency of content
All documents published in JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES
receive a DOI and are permanently published, so they cannot be withdrawn once
a DOI has been issued.
In order to maintain the integrity and completeness of the scholarly record, we
will apply the following policies when published content needs to be corrected;
these policies take into account current best practice in the scholarly publishing
and library communities:

8.1 Correction to Document
All ocuments may contain errors; authors and readers can point out such mistakes via the Comment system. In the rare instance that a documentneeds to be
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formally corrected, for example, if a change needs to be made to the author list,
a Correction statement will be added.

8.2 Retraction
This action is reserved for documents that are seriously flawed. They may be
retracted for several reasons, including:
honest errors reported by the authors (for example, errors due to the mixing
up of samples or use of a scientific tool or equipment that is found subsequently to be faulty)
research misconduct (data fabrication)
duplicate or overlapping publication
fraudulent use of data
clear plagiarism
unethical research
For any retracted document, the reason for retraction and who is instigating the
retraction will be clearly stated in the Retraction notice. A publication is usually
only retracted at the authors’ request or by the publisher because serious misconduct has been brought to our attention.

8.3 Removal
The removal of a document would only be undertaken where legal limitations
have been placed upon the publisher, copyright holder or author(s), for example,
if the documentis clearly defamatory or infringes others’ legal rights. The bibliographic information for a removed documentwill be retained on the site along
with information regarding the circumstances that led to its removal.

9. Allegations of misconduct
JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES is a member of the
Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) and provides an ethical publishing
framework in accordance with COPE’s codes of conduct for editors and publishers.
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All documents are not peer-reviewed or checked before being posted in JOURNAL
OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES; publication of such shared content
in JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES does not imply endorsement of its content, methods or ethical standards.
If a case of suspected research or publication misconduct is brought to our attention, we will follow guidelines. This may involve contacting the authors’ research
institution, an ethics committee or other third parties.
Research misconduct includes data fabrication or falsification, or cases where
research involving animals or humans has not been carried out within an appropriate ethical framework. Publication misconduct includes duplicate publication of
articles or plagiarism. Honest errors or differences of opinion are not considered
‘misconduct’.
If you suspect potential misconduct in an article published on JOURNAL OF
BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES, please contact the editorial office
(editor-in-chief@eu.edu.ge).

10. Appeals and complaints
JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES follows the COPE guidelines (https://publicationethics.org/guidance/Guidelines) in relation to complaints and
appeals. If you wish to make an appeal or complaint you should contact the editorial office (editor-in-chief@eu.edu.ge). In the instance that your issue cannot be resolved by the editorial office, the Publishing Director should be contacted.

11. Policy for Comments on Documents
We encourage unsolicited open scientific discussion on all research outputs.
Such contributions are published through our Comment system. To ensure that
comments contribute to, and focus on, the scholarly debate, we usually only
allow comments from readers who have a formal affiliation with a research institution, or other relevant organization. Alternatively, we may also allow comments
from readers who have demonstrable expertise in a relevant area of research.
Consistent with our commitment to full transparency, the reader’s full name and
affiliation appear on their public comment.
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Comments should focus on the scholarly content presented in the documents
with which they are associated.
Comments that appear to be advertising, are potentially libelous or legally problematic (including comments revealing patient information) are not permitted.
We will not accept Comments that are offensive, indecent or contain negative
comments of a personal, racial, ethnic, sexual orientation, or religious character.
All Comments must be written in good English; a Comment may be rejected if it
is deemed unintelligible.
Readers who wish to comment are asked to declare any competing interests.
Competing interests can be of a financial nature (e.g. holding a patent or receiving fees from a company that may lose or gain financially from the publication of
the Comment), or they can be personal, religious, political or other non-financial
interests. When completing your declaration, please consider the issues summarized in the Declaration of Competing Interests.
While we welcome open scientific debate and discussion, we will not tolerate
abusive behaviour towards our authors and reviewers via our Comment system
or via social media. In extreme cases we will consider contacting the affiliated
institution to report the abusive behaviour of individuals.
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